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WORLD MISSION OF FAITH

1. FUND RAISING / SUPPORT ACTIVITIES AND PROJECTS - As the WMF's support base is still in the formation stages, these activities and programs will continue to expand and diversify as opportunity arises.
   A. SPECIAL EVENT FUND RAISING - CAR WASHES, CONCERTS AND FUND RAISERS - From time to time, WMF sponsors ‘car washes’, youth concerts and other fund raising programs, collections, etc to generate funding for WMF programs and projects. The ‘fund raisers’ are manned by WMF youth and volunteers with the costs of materials and other project needs being deducted from the funds generated.
   B. ANNUAL SUSTAINING CAMPAIGN FUNDS - TITLES AND OFFERINGS FROM MEMBERS, FRIENDS AND SUPPORTERS - Just as WMF titles of its monthly financial resources to assist other ministries, missionaries, etc.; members, new converts and friends are encouraged to participate in our ministry financially, as well as personally, through their titles and offerings. The title is not a prerequisite for membership but rather, one of the scriptural examples of giving to God’s work and sharing of God’s abundance and blessing.
   C. PROGRAM/PROJECT FUND RAISING - DONATIONS RECEIVED FROM THE DISTRIBUTION OF CHRISTIAN BOOKS, TAPES, VIDEOS, CDS, LITERATURE AND OTHER EDUCATIONAL AND INSPIRATIONAL MATERIALS - Donations received from the distribution of Christian music videos, cassette, books, literature, etc is one of WMF’s sources of financial support above the cost of the materials themselves, which also helps us to minister to the general public. These contributions are ‘free will’ donations and not ‘payment’ for these inspirational materials. The Bible teaches, “Give and it shall be given unto you” Lk. 6:38 and “...freely ye have received, also freely give.” Mt. 10:8b. For this reason, there is no ‘fixed’ price for these materials but, as people sometimes ask for a general idea of how much they should give, we tell them how much we pay for these materials and leave the determination of their contribution to their own discretion. Selection of materials to be used by WMF in its ministry and outreach is decided by a simple majority of the Senior Pastoral Council. These materials are oftentimes costly and, for that reason, we must ask for a contribution to help pay for the materials themselves but, those unable to contribute may still have these items free of charge if they so desire.
   "FAMILY AID PROJECT" - FAP is a Community Service outreach of WMF in which used clothing, furniture, household items and other useful materials (new or used) are collected from the local community and distributed to local ministries, missions, needy families and individuals or, sold to raise finances for WMF projects and ministries as mentioned previously.
   RUMMAGE SALES OF DONATED MATERIALS AND GOODS - Rummage
sales and yard sales of donated materials help to supply needed finances for projects.

D. SPECIAL GIFTS CAMPAIGN - SOLICITED CONTRIBUTIONS For

Projects and plans to succeed, V.E.T. solicits from outside donors and community for the purpose of obtaining contributions of materials and finances. All donations are welcome.